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Executive Summary
Even before the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, there has been a need to improve the quality of
the health and science journalism elevated in online news ranking and recommendation
platforms. For years, health misinformation has been rampant on search and social media
platforms.1 A majority of Americans are at least somewhat interested in science news — more
even than are interested in sports, business, or entertainment news.2 Yet, the public has also not
uniformly understood that there is overwhelming scientific consensus on issues like climate
change and human impact on the environment and on the efficacy of vaccines. Without an
informed citizenry, we can hardly expect informed policy in a democratic state.
As science and medicine have been politicized, perhaps most visibly during the pandemic, when
mask non-compliance has been brandished as an essential freedom, the urgency to improve trust
in scientific processes and medical knowledge has only increased. By serving as the means
through which millions of people get their news, platform news products have a critical role to
play, which will require clearer parameters and greater transparency for how science and health
news is ranked in feeds. It will also need a substantial investment in human curation by people
trained in health and science journalism.
To address the challenge of improving the quality of health and science information that appears
in news feeds, the NewsQ Initiative, which seeks to elevate news quality when algorithms rank
and recommend news, convened a panel of journalists and media scholars to bring a critical eye
to the current ways platform news products are serving science and health news. The aim was to
identify specific areas where ranking and recommendation can be improved, and to articulate
recommendations for both platforms and publishers.3
We begin the following report by introducing the purpose of high quality science and health
journalism, which have service to real audiences at their core. We then remark upon pressing
problems we identified in the current news feeds, which at times stray shockingly far from the
missions that ought to inform quality science and health news. Lastly, we propose some
recommendations to mitigate these problems moving forward.
Chief among our recommendations is a call for increased human curation of content in the feeds
by health and science journalists who have the necessary expertise to select the highest quality
content and also to filter out misleading content that is still getting past current algorithmic
filters. We also suggest a reframing of the categories used in the feeds, further investigation into

1

Amira Ghenai, 2017, "Health Misinformation in Search and Social Media" in Proceedings of the 40th
International ACM SIGIR Conference on Research and Development in Information Retrieval, Tokyo, August
2017, 1371, Association for Computing Machinery, New York, NY,
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3077136.3084153.
2
Cary Funk, Jeffrey Gottfried, and Amy Mitchell, Science News and Information Today, Washington, D.C.:
Pew Research Center, 2017, Accessed June 10, 2020, https://www.journalism.org/2017/09/20/science-newsand-information-today/.
3
NewsQ is a joint initiative of the Tow-Knight Center for Entrepreneurial Journalism at the City University
of New York Craig Newmark Graduate School of Journalism and Hacks/Hackers.
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the creation of allow and disallow lists of outlets, and some easy wins like downranking or
eliminating content such as celebrity news from the science and health feeds.

Background
The question of priority is not a new one for journalism. For as long as newspapers have been
around, editors have struggled to decide which stories deserve front-page play and how to provide
news consumers with a fair “mix” of the news. But with the ascendance of automated news
aggregation systems into the center of many news outlets' business models, it has become
increasingly important for journalists also to understand the processes used by such algorithms,
which have long been a black box of objective and subjective factors.
The focus of the NewsQ Science and Health review panel was, broadly, to examine and address
science and health news and journalism that algorithmic platform news products rank and
recommend in their feeds. Focusing on stories from the United States, the central question the
group explored was: What health and science coverage should appear in the health and science
sections of news feeds, and which sources should get priority?
Journalists in the Science and Health inaugural panel brought combined decades of experience
writing health and science journalism for newspapers, magazines, digital outlets, wire services,
and other publications. Our panelists included:
Caroline Chen is an investigative reporter covering health care for ProPublica, and adjunct
professor at Columbia University’s Graduate School of Journalism.
Jennifer Kahn is a contributing writer for the New York Times Magazine, and has been a regular
feature writer for The New Yorker, National Geographic, and Wired, among others. Since 2009,
she has taught in the Magazine Program at the UC Berkeley Graduate School of Journalism, and
was a visiting Ferris Professor of Journalism at Princeton in 2015.
Katherina Thomas is a health and medical journalist with more than seven years of experience
covering epidemics and infectious diseases (Ebola, cholera, MDR-TB, Lassa fever). She worked on
the frontlines of epidemics of Ebola and COVID-19, both directly with patients and communities,
and as a writer. Her journalism has been published in The Guardian, Reuters, The New York
Times, The New Yorker, The Independent, Harvard Global Health Magazine, STAT News, and
many other publications.
Randi Hutter Epstein is a medical writer, and serves at Yale University as a Writer in Residence
at the medical school and lecturer in the English Department. She is also an adjunct professor at
Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism. She has worked as a freelance medical writer
for more than 30 years; her writing has appeared in national publications including the New York
Times, the Washington Post, and Psychology Today. She is the author of Get Me Out: A History of
Childbirth from the Garden of Eden to the Sperm Bank (Norton: 2010), Aroused: The History of
Hormones and How They Control Just About Everything (Norton: 2018) and is working on her
third book, also for Norton, about the science of stress.
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Rick Weiss is the director of SciLine, a philanthropically funded free service that connects
journalists to scientists and provides research-validated information for news stories. He has more
than three decades of experience in journalism and media affairs, including 15 years as a science
reporter at the Washington Post and eight years of strategic communications and science policy
work in the White House and at the DoD’s Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.
Wudan Yan is an independent journalist in Seattle writing about science and society. Her work
has appeared in the New York Times, the New Yorker, The California Sunday Magazine, Harper’s,
MIT Technology Review, and others. She is a multiple grantee of the Pulitzer Center on Crisis
Reporting award, and a recipient of funding from UC Berkeley's School of Journalism, Society of
Environmental Journalists, and the Institute of Journalism and Natural Resources.
In addition to support from a NewsQ facilitator, Yemile Bucay, the panel also included a
representative from Facebook to help provide technical feedback on news product questions.

Identifying Core Terms, and the Purpose of Science
and Health Journalism
Although exploring the ranking of science and health articles together might make sense for
general readers, this framing can obscure some distinctions. Science and Health are in fact
distinct desks at many news outlets and, perhaps correspondingly, are different feeds on ranking
and recommendation algorithms. Nevertheless, approaching the topics together allowed us to
tease out where the line might be between the two.
While there are many ways to define science and health news, we generally understood the
following difference:
Science journalism
Science journalism makes mention of scientific methodology and explains the methods through
which evidence was derived.
Health journalism
Health journalism has at least some science backing it up even when it is not about medicine.
The definitions presented here were not intended to be conclusive, but rather a starting point to
ensure clarity when using certain terms.
Then, in order to identify what specific aspects of algorithmic ranking and recommendation
systems need to change to improve the quality of the news they surface, the panel articulated a
vision of what science and health journalism ought to aspire to.
The panel agreed that science and health journalism should serve at least one of several often —
though not always — interrelated missions. Informing the public about the most important, highquality health and science stories, whether focused on one study or a trend, is the ultimate aim.
The primary audience of the missions, however, are the science and health journalists and editors
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who create the content that the news platform products feed on. We also see the news products
as an essential audience of this paper, which we hope can inform decisions about ranking and
recommending science and health stories in platform feeds. Implicit in our task is the notion that
algorithmic news products should highly rank and recommend stories that manifest these
missions. And that, in so doing, news consumers will benefit.
Informational
Science and health journalism should inform readers of breaking news and discoveries and put
them in the relevant social, economic, cultural, and political context(s). Ultimately, this should
help people make more evidence-based decisions in their lives.
Explanatory
Science and health journalism should explain how we know something about the natural world,
so it should include some discussion of scientific methodology. Addressing the question of how
scientists or medical experts know something is an essential component of this journalism. It
must explain how a piece of information came about, to help differentiate between “evidence” and
“belief” or “received wisdom.”
In this vein, in the course of communicating about a scientific advance, science and health stories
should be clear about how much we do know and how much we don’t know about the finding or
natural phenomenon. Such stories should help people learn to think in more evidentiary ways
and ask themselves how they know what they know and whether their first impressions of things
are accurate.
As a corollary of this, the best of these explanatory stories will clearly communicate uncertainty,
and make clear, implicitly or explicitly, that scientific research is by its nature an iterative process
with a major goal of trying to disprove things it previously found to likely be true. In this way,
good explanatory reporting should help science and health news consumers change their minds
and understanding of things as science evolves, and not make the mistake of mistrusting science
just because its findings change over time.
Service-oriented
Science and health journalism should help people make decisions whether personal (e.g., health
decisions) or larger scale (policies to support, people to vote for), by helping them understand
and navigate complexities around health, science, or technology. Always, but especially in
moments like the COVID-19 pandemic, science and health journalism should give people real
utility to assess risks, appreciate uncertainties, and feel less fear and more empowerment. To that
end, science and health journalism should be written in a manner that avoids over-simplification,
but that also speaks directly to audiences at an accessible level of difficulty and in a manner that
is relevant to their lives.
In this regard, both in science and health journalism, whatever journalists are trying to convey
should connect directly to readers/viewers/listeners' lives, or to how it impacts societal decisions
or aspects of the social contract at large. For example, during an infectious disease outbreak or
epidemic, access to quality health journalism can result in better health outcomes. Conversely,
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information that is unclear, insensitive to uncertainty, and insufficiently acknowledging that
science is a process, can encourage misguided behavioral decisions and poor health outcomes.
Accountability journalism
Science and health journalism can also serve as accountability journalism by exposing abuses of
power, holding decision makers accountable for their actions, and providing an evidentiary basis
for, say, assessing health policy-related decisions that can lay the groundwork for accountability
down the line.
Additionally, the panel found the following two missions to be of particular relevance specifically
to science journalism that may or may not apply to health news:
Educational
Science journalism should help people understand the value of science and foster an appreciation
for science as an epistemological method — while not crossing a line and morphing into advocacy
journalism or becoming indiscriminate “boosters” for science or science funding.
Entertaining
Science journalism can generate interest in the larger concept of science by recounting surprising
(or “cool”) phenomena. Science and its results can be enjoyed as an art to be appreciated just for
what it is. Many people may claim they don’t “need” science, which may be true. But, like music
or theater, science inspires and enriches our lives, fostering a community connected by a common
understanding of the nature of the world.
The educational mission as defined here of inculcating in people how a process works and inciting
curiosity was not considered to be of primary relevance to health news. The explanatory and
informational missions of guiding readers about their health choices covered that. The value of
entertainment was not considered to be particularly pertinent to health coverage because we
think that the focus of health coverage should be to provide utility to readers in being overall
informed on issues affecting their health.

Data for Panel Analysis
To test existing news products’ success in fulfilling the missions of science and health journalism,
the panels looked at specific results from a small set of news feeds. NewsQ project staff captured
this data across certain dates that spanned a four-month period from February to July 2020. In
particular, they captured screenshots of news feeds from major platforms. They also avoided
personalized settings or preferences as much as possible, to enable a review of generic
recommendation and ranking logic. The NewsQ team anonymized for example the searches as
much as possible with regards to tracking the computer, browser, and location.
The Science and Health panel analyzed results from news feeds classified as “Health” and
“Science” from Google News, Facebook News Tab, Apple News, and Yahoo News. When possible,
results were captured with both desktop and mobile user experiences in mind. The goal for the
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panel was an initial qualitative evaluation, which is why the provided dataset was illustrative
rather than systematically sampled.
Results were compiled and translated into a spreadsheet format so that panelists could discover
contextual information about each story, such as:
●

story headline: the headline with which the story was featured in the feed at the moment
of capture (we noted that the headline may have changed over time as the story was
updated by the publisher);

●

story publication date: the day, month, and year that the story was first published by the
outlet;

●

outlet credited by the news product: the media outlet that is linked to and/or credited
in the feed of the news product (this was not necessarily the same as the original publisher
of an article);

●

access method: whether the feed was accessed via a mobile app or a desktop browser;

●

news product: the platform and specific product captured in the screenshot;

●

section of platform feed: which specific subject portion of a newsfeed was captured (e.g.
“science,” “health”);

●

date of collection: the day, month, and year of the screenshot;

●

URL of the story: the URL when possible so that the text of the article could be
examined.

Discussion questions guided our joint explorations of the data. We continued for example to
grapple with defining the boundary between health and science journalism. We wondered: are
“science” and “health” the best categories? What about “medicine,” “environment,” “healthcare,”
or “health politics?” We also wondered about the boundary between health/science and other
beats. For example: Where does a story about what the president said about a COVID-19 vaccine
fit? Should a story about a contract with a space company be categorized as business or science?
Our discussions helped us to summarize the current limitations of news algorithms.

Observations about the Current Feeds
None of the results we analyzed from the provided news product results were completely
satisfactory to the panel. Most broadly, we agreed that the current feeds do not satisfy the primary
missions we identified for this kind of journalism — neither in their prioritization nor in their
recommendation of articles. One exception that bears emphasizing is that we overall liked the
implementation of standalone sections related to special news events, most notably COVID-19
sections. However, we did not closely examine these standalone feeds and focused instead on the
permanent “Health” and “Science” feeds in its analysis.
In considering why the current health and science news feed results did not adequately serve
audiences seeking science and health news, we looked critically at the ways that platforms elevate
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outlets as a whole and at the ways they go about ranking and recommending individual articles.
Some critiques apply to both outlets and articles, which we clarify further below.

Issues Related to Outlets
We found several issues related to the publication outlets that platforms ended up elevating in
their feeds, specifically issues of irrelevance, unreliability, and a lack of subject area expertise.
Inclusion of inadequate or irrelevant outlets
We noted a certain arbitrariness in the selection of outlets with elevated stories. Often, the outlets
with stories at the top were not science or health publications. They were also not ones that
publish regularly on science or health or ones that have a desk or reporters assigned to cover
these beats. We noted that, although the information presented in a given article may be relevant
to health or science, many other outlets with reporters experienced in covering health and
infectious diseases had published stories on the same news but were not represented in the top
results.
For example, the top story in Apple News’ Public Health feed on March 9, 2020 came from
Apartment Therapy, an outlet that shares advice on interior design and DIY for home
improvement (Figure 1). Or take the first results of Apple News’ Health section on March 30, 2020,
which included a story from People Magazine about the closure of beauty salons and tattoo
parlors in the Tristate area (Figure 2). While it may be laudable for People to inform its readers of
these coronavirus circumstances along with its typical celebrity fare, an entertainment magazine
is not an outlet that needs to be promoted on a health section with limited real estate at the
expense of local New York and New Jersey outlets that were covering the pandemic’s effects
around the clock.
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Figure 1: Screenshot taken on March 9, 2020 of the Public Health section of Apple
News desktop app displaying as the top story an article from the home decor blog
Apartment Therapy titled "Why 70 Percent Alcohol Disinfects Better Than 91
Percent, According to a Microbiologist."4

4

Ashley Abramson, “Why 70 Percent Alcohol Disinfects Better Than 91 Percent, According to a
Microbiologist,” Apartment Therapy, March 9, 2020, https://www.apartmenttherapy.com/isopropylalcohol-percent-disinfecting-36723904, accessed March 10, 2020.

8
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Figure 2: Screenshot taken on March 20, 2020 of the Health section of Apple News
desktop app, displaying an article from People Magazine, in the center of the
bottom row of its first page of results titled: "NY, NJ, CT and PA Order Temporary
Closure of Hair and Nail Salons, Tattoo Parlors amid Coronavirus.”5

Elevation of a consistently unreliable source
We observed that one particular outlet, the British tabloid The Daily Mail, which has been
repeatedly cited by media watchdogs as an unreliable source and is considered to be “unreliable”
in Wikipedia as a source, was sometimes featured near the top of some Health feeds, particularly
in Apple News and Google News.6 At times, on a given day, Apple News elevated more than one
story from the Daily Mail to the top of the health feed. For example, on March 9, 2020, the Apple
News Health section had two stories from the Daily Mail in its grid of nine stories: a story about a
person who contracted the virus in New York and another sensationalized story about a woman
with a syndrome that metabolizes sugars into alcohol making her appear drunk (Figure 3).
Concerningly, several of the highly ranked Daily Mail stories included news about COVID-19.

5

Kaitlyn Frey, “NY, NJ, CT and PA Order Temporary Closure of Hair and Nail Salons, Tattoo Parlors amid
Coronavirus,” People Magazine, March 20, 2020, https://people.com/style/ny-nj-ct-and-pa-ordertemporary-closure-of-hair-and-nail-salons-tattoo-parlors-amid-coronavirus/, accessed March 21, 2020.
6
Jasper Jackson, “Wikipedia bans Daily Mail as 'unreliable' source,” The Guardian, February 8, 2017,
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/feb/08/wikipedia-bans-daily-mail-as-unreliable-source-forwebsite, accessed September 29, 2020.
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Figure 3: Screenshot taken on March 9, 2020 of the Health section of Apple News
desktop app, displaying two articles from the British tabloid the Daily Mail in the
bottom row of its first page of results. The two stories are titled, in the center of
the bottom row of its first page of results titled: “'Every day is getting worse': New
Jersey physician's assistant who tested positive for coronavirus and attended a
medical conference in Times Square before he fell ill warns people to take the
threat seriously" and "Tattoo artist, 26, who frequently appeared 'drunk' is
diagnosed with rare auto-brewery syndrome that turns the carbs and sugars she
eats into alcohol."7

Google News also featured Daily Mail stories about the coronavirus such as one in its top health
news feed on April 8, 2020 that, with the use of all-caps in the headline, emphasized that,
according to “an Oxford University researcher, a vaccine could be ready in “AUTUMN” (See
Figure 4). The story offered no context or balancing views from other researchers about how

7

Valerie Edwards, “'Every day is getting worse': New Jersey physician's assistant who tested positive for
coronavirus and attended a medical conference in Times Square before he fell ill warns people to take the
threat seriously,” Daily Mail, March 9, 2020, https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8091611/Physiciansassistant-tested-positive-coronavirus-warns-threat-serious.html, accessed March 9, 2020. Archived version
at https://web.archive.org/web/20200328061803/https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article8091611/Physicians-assistant-tested-positive-coronavirus-warns-threat-serious.html; Bhvishya Patel, “Tattoo
artist, 26, who frequently appeared 'drunk' is diagnosed with rare auto-brewery syndrome that turns the
carbs and sugars she eats into alcohol,” Daily Mail, March 9, 2020,
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-8091113/Tattoo-artist-26-frequently-appeared-drunk-diagnosedauto-brewery-syndrome.html, accessed March 9, 2020. Archived version at
https://web.archive.org/web/20200930195938/https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-8091113/Tattooartist-26-frequently-appeared-drunk-diagnosed-auto-brewery-syndrome.html.
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realistic this was or not. In addition to this fare, the Health feeds of Google News and Apple News
also featured celebrity stories from the Daily Mail (Figure 13).

Figure 4: Screenshot taken on April 8, 2020 of Google News Health section’s “Latest”
feed as viewed on a desktop browser that displays an article from the British tabloid
the Daily Mail titled "Coronavirus vaccine could be ready by AUTUMN, say Oxford
University researchers behind major trial" as the third result.8

Arbitrariness when elevating news wire articles
When the exact same story — reported by a wire service like the Associated Press (AP) or
Reuters—was licensed and republished by dozens or hundreds of outlets, Google News and Apple
News appeared to arbitrarily determine which outlet’s republished version to elevate. A story
from a news wire is an article reported and written by journalists at that news service,
republishing rights of which may be held by many outlets through licensing fees, thereby creating
many instances of the same article with identical headlines, texts, and images appearing on many
different domains.9 On occasion, depending on the licensing agreement, headlines might vary
among outlets.

8

Connor Boyd, “Coronavirus vaccine could be ready by AUTUMN, say Oxford University researchers
behind major trial,” Daily Mail, April 8, 2020, https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article8200209/Coronavirus-vaccine-ready-SIX-MONTHS-Oxford-University-researchers-say.html, accessed on
April 9, 2020.
9
The Editors of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, “News Agency,” Encyclopaedia Britannica, August 28, 2015,
https://www.britannica.com/topic/news-agency, accessed November 13, 2020.
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Within each news product, there did not appear to be any discernible principle that explained
why a particular outlet’s version was selected to offer among top results. For example, the outlet
that was elevated within our sample of results was rarely the one that would be most relevant to a
given audience by geography, nor was it the original wire service that was credited by the
platform product.
Take the case of a February 12, 2020 story reported by Agence France Presse (AFP) about recent
dinosaur research in Canada (See Figure 5). The version elevated in the Google News Science
Latest feed was the version republished in the Jakarta Post — an outlet with no proximity to the
place of the research described (Canada) nor to the location from which the feed was accessed
(New York, NY).

Figure 5: Screenshot taken on February 12, 2020 of Google News Science section’s
“Latest” feed as viewed on a desktop browser that displays an article from the AFP
wire “"Meet T-Rex's older cousin: The Reaper of Death" republished by the Jakarta
Post.10

Or the case of an April 8, 2020 story about nursing homes in California where residents were sick
and dying as workers didn’t show up to work and there was no one to care for them. The story

10

Agence France Presse, “Meet T-Rex's older cousin: The Reaper of Death," The Jakarta Post, February 12,
2020, https://www.thejakartapost.com/life/2020/02/11/meet-t-rexs-older-cousin-the-reaper-of-death.html,
accessed February 12, 2020.
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was reported by the AP, the Google feed was accessed from Texas, and the link that Google
ranked for it was from the New York tabloid, the New York Post (See Figure 6).

Figure 6: Screenshot taken on April 8, 2020 of Google News Health section’s “Latest”
feed as viewed on a desktop browser displaying as the top story an article from the
AP titled "Staff no-shows, deaths hit California nursing homes amid coronavirus
outbreak" republished by the New York Post.11

Examples such as these were also frequently present in Apple News, like on March 9, 2020, when
of the nine stories featured in its science section, two were originally reported by the Associated
Press. Apple News presented one as a PBS NewsHour story and another as a Los Angeles Times
article, leading readers to think that the latter outlets were the ones that reported the stories.12
Omission of any mention of the AP as the originating outlet made the app’s sourcing appear more
diverse than it in fact was. It was also not clear why the Los Angeles Times was selected as the
republisher to elevate for a story about NASA, which did not have any particular focus on
California.

11

Associated Press, “Staff no-shows, deaths hit California nursing homes amid coronavirus outbreak,” New
York Post, April 8, 2020, https://nypost.com/2020/04/08/coronavirus-causes-staff-no-shows-deaths-atcalifornia-nursing-homes/, accessed April 9, 2020.
12
Lauran Neergaard, Associated Press, “Behind the scenes, scientists prep for COVID-19 vaccine test,” PBS
NewsHour, March 8, 2020, https://www.pbs.org/newshour/health/behind-the-scenes-scientists-prep-forcovid-19-vaccine-test, accessed March 9, 2020; Associated Press, “NASA’s newest Mars rover gets a name:
Perseverance,” March 7, 2020, Los Angeles Times, https://www.latimes.com/science/story/2020-03-07/nasamars-rover-perseverance, accessed March 9, 2020.
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Notably, Yahoo News had a different approach of republishing from the wire service directly. In
every instance observed in which Yahoo News featured a wire story, it credited and linked to the
wire service rather than to a licensee that republished the article, like in the case of an April 17,
2020 article from the AFP about experiments in the Great Barrier Reef (See Figure 7).

Figure 7: Screenshot taken on April 17, 2020 of Yahoo News’ Science feed as viewed
on a desktop browser. The third story on the feed titled "Scientists try 'cloud
brightening' to protect Great Barrier Reef" was reported by the AFP, which is
credited in the list as the publisher.13

Misleading attribution of original publishing outlet
When ranking and recommending articles, Google News, Apple News, and Facebook News also
frequently used the version from an outlet that republished an article, rather than from the
original outlet. For example, on April 11, 2020 Apple News’ Health feed recommended an article
from WIRED Magazine, using WIRED’s headline and logo (See Figure 8). The article had not been
produced by WIRED however — a fact acknowledged by that publication. The story had
originally been produced by environmental outlet Grist and was then republished by WIRED
through a partnership agreement.

13

Agence France Presse, “Scientists try 'cloud brightening' to protect Great Barrier Reef,” Yahoo News, April
17, 2020, https://news.yahoo.com/scientists-try-cloud-brightening-protect-great-barrier-reef090950733.html, accessed April 20, 2020.
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Figure 8: Screenshot taken on April 11, 2020 of the results of the Health feed on
the Apple News mobile app, displaying a story about farmworkers republished by
WIRED. The story was originally published by environmental outlet Grist.14

It is not unusual for outlets to republish stories from other outlets. Some news outlets license
articles not just from wire services but from other news outlets. When republishing articles on
their own sites, however, reputable outlets do credit the original publisher, typically in the byline
or in a not above or below the article, as WIRED did (See Figure 9).

14

Yvette Cabrera, “Farmworkers 'Can't Pick Strawberries Over Zoom,'” WIRED, April 11, 2020,
https://www.wired.com/story/farmworkers-cant-pick-strawberries-over-zoom/, accessed April 11, 2020;
Yvette Cabrera, “Essential but Exposed,” Grist, April 4, 2020, https://grist.org/justice/farmworkers-arerisking-their-lives-to-feed-a-nation-on-lockdown/, accessed April 11, 2020.
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Figure 9. Screenshot taken on April 11, 2020 of a portion of the page "Farmworkers
'Can't Pick Strawberries Over Zoom'" on wired.com, displaying a credit to the
original publication Grist and linking to the original article that WIRED
republished in Figure 8. This attribution appeared between the headline and the
beginning of the story on WIRED. [Red rectangle added for emphasis]

Republishing work can benefit both outlets; it can bring the work of the original outlet to a wider
or different audience and allow the republisher to offer additional content to its readers without
incurring the cost of producing it itself. The problem comes when news recommendation
platforms mislabel and do not attribute the work to the outlet that actually produced it.
For example, during each of the 29 days we sampled Apple News, at least one story per day out of
a feed of five to nine science or health stories was a republished article attributed to the
republisher rather than to the original outlet. Google News and Facebook News Tab also often
attributed articles to the republisher, prominently displaying the brand of the republisher with no
mention of the original outlet. Sometimes, the republisher was even a news platform as seen in
the case of Facebook News and Google News linking to Yahoo News shown in Figures 10 and 11.
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Figure 10. Screenshot taken on April 6, 2020 of Facebook’s News Tab’s Health
mobile feed. The third result in the feed is a story from Good Morning America
about popstar Pink that was republished by Yahoo News.15 As seen in the
screenshot, Yahoo News is attributed as the publisher.
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Andrea Dresdale, “Pink on her COVID-19 recovery: 'This illness is serious and real,'” Good Morning
America republished on Yahoo News, April 6, 2020, https://www.yahoo.com/gma/pink-her-covid-19recovery-illness-serious-real-123134520--abc-news-celebrities.html, accessed April 7, 2020.
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Figure 11: Screenshot taken on April 13, 2020, of Google News Science section’s
“Latest” feed accessed through a desktop browser, displaying as its second result, a
story originally published by the BBC, “Apollo 13: Enhanced images reveal life on
stricken spacecraft” and republished by Yahoo News.16 Google News attributed the
story to Yahoo News, and linked to its site.

More than an issue of professional credit, this is an issue that has financial implications for
outlets. The particular arrangements through which each news product sources content from
publishers vary, including whether they do or do not compensate publishers.17 In Google News,
which links out to the articles it recommends, linking translates into traffic and ad revenue for the
republisher rather than for the original outlet.18 In Apple News, outlets can generate revenue by

16

Paul Rincon, “Apollo 13: Enhanced images reveal life on stricken spacecraft,” BBC News republished on
Yahoo News, April 11, 2020, https://news.yahoo.com/apollo-13-enhanced-images-reveal-234446928.html,
accessed April 13, 2020.
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Nushin Rashidian, Pete Brown, Elizabeth Hansen, Emily Bell, Jonathan Albright, and Abigail Hartstone,
“Friend and Foe: The Platform Press at the Heart of Journalism,” The Tow Center for Digital Journalism,
June 14, 2018, https://www.cjr.org/tow_center_reports/the-platform-press-at-the-heart-of-journalism.php,
Accessed March 9, 2020.
18
Christine Fisher, “Google might finally pay news outlets for their content,” Engadget, February 14, 2020,
https://www.engadget.com/2020-02-14-google-news-publisher-licensing-fees.html, Accessed February 14,
2020; Terri Walter and Josh Schwartz, “Google’s mobile shifts driving traffic boost to publishers,” Chartbeat,
August 14, 2018, https://blog.chartbeat.com/2018/08/14/googles-mobile-shifts-driving-traffic-boost-topublishers/, Accessed November 24, 2020.
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running ads within their content on the app, which in the case of republishers results in their
financial compensation (albeit meager) rather than for the original outlets.19 Facebook News Tab
has a combination of licensing agreements with publishers that sometimes drives traffic to their
sites.20 Regardless of the particular financial agreement, in all instances, attributing the work to
the republisher also has implications for the audience’s understanding of the source outlet.
Audiences can come to associate the republished content with the brand of the republisher while
remaining ignorant of the original publisher.

Issues Related to Stories
In addition to these observations on outlets, we noted patterns at the story level that were
prevalent across the news products. Issues include topic irrelevance, insignificance of highly
ranked articles, a range of issues with the accuracy of the information in highly ranked stories,
and the presence of paid or otherwise promotional content.
Inclusion and elevation of irrelevant topics
We identified a number of stories present within the science and health sections of feeds that did
not have any obvious relevance to the missions of science and health journalism. These stories
ranged from content about celebrities to stories about politics, business, or local crime. The
celebrity stories were easiest for us to identify as out of place in a feed about science or health,
whereas stories about healthcare or government handling of the coronavirus posed a greater
challenge to articulating topical boundaries.
Celebrity stories were particularly pervasive on Apple News, Google News, and Facebook News
Tab, frequently showing up in health feeds and occasionally on science feeds as well. (No celebrity
stories were identified on Yahoo News in the science and health feeds.) One particular type of
celebrity story that was featured numerous times during the period the data was collected was of
a celebrity who contracted coronavirus. (For example, see Figure 10 above with a story about Pink
recovering from COVID-19 featured on Facebook News Tab.)
That said, celebrity coronavirus stories were not the only type of celebrity story in the science and
health feeds. For example, on March 9, 2020, the top recommendation from Apple News’ Health
section was an article from the Today Show stating that two daughters of actress Angelina Jolie
had had surgery (See Figure 12).

19

“Publishing on Apple News,” Apple, https://developer.apple.com/news-publisher/, Accessed November
24, 2020; Max Willens, “‘Hard to back out’: Publishers grow frustrated by the lack of revenue from Apple
News,” Digiday, February 25, 2029, https://digiday.com/media/hard-to-back-out-publishers-remainfrustrated-by-apple-news-monetization/, Accessed November 24, 2020.
20
Benjamin Mullin and Sahil Patel, “Facebook Offers News Outlets Millions of Dollars a Year to License
Content,” The Wall Street Journal, August 8, 2019, https://www.wsj.com/articles/facebook-offers-newsoutlets-millions-of-dollars-a-year-to-license-content-11565294575, Accessed November 19, 2020; Emily Bell,
“Facebook’s proposal to license news signifies a change,” Columbia Journalism Review, August 9, 2019,
https://www.cjr.org/tow_center/facebook-apple-news-licensing-content.php, Accessed November 19, 2020.
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Figure 12: Screenshot taken on March 9, 2020 of the results of the Health feed on
the Apple News desktop app displaying in the top left corner an article from the
Today Show titled “Angelina Jolie reveals 2 of her daughters recently underwent
surgery."21

Celebrity stories with no discernible link to science also appeared at times in the Google News
Science Genetics feed when the word “gene” was in the headline, even when it was referring to
someone’s proper name. At the top of the section in Google News on April 14, 2020 was an article
from the tabloid the Daily Mail with the headline “Amy Schumer reveals she has officially
changed her son Gene Attell’s name after realizing it sounded like ‘genital.’” Another
recommendation was a video from Access Hollywood’s YouTube channel with the title “Amy
Schumer Changed Son’s Name After Realizing It Sounded Like ‘Genital,’” lest audiences searching
for news about genetics be ill served with only one story about the comedian’s naming choices.22
In this case, Google News also offered the “See Full Coverage” option for those interested in
getting an even wider spread of articles on the topic (Figure 13).
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Scott Stump, “Angelina Jolie reveals 2 of her daughters recently underwent surgery,” Today, March 9,
2020, https://www.today.com/parents/angelina-jolie-reveals-2-her-daughters-recently-underwent-surgeryt175530, accessed March 10, 2020.
22
Access Hollywood (@Access), “Amy Schumer Changes Son’s Name Because It Sounds Like ‘Genital,’”
YouTube, 2:19, April 14, 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nO_9uN8MZUE, accessed April 14, 2020.
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Figure 13: Screenshot taken on April 14, 2020 of Google News Science section’s
“Genetics” feed as viewed on a desktop browser. The feed displays an article from
the Daily Mail titled “Amy Schumer reveals she has officially changed her son
Gene Attell's name after realizing it sounded like 'genital'" as the number one
23
story.

The news product feeds we evaluated were also rife with business news, particularly about the
space industry in the science feeds and about the healthcare industry in the health feeds. These
stories focused on the implications of markets, policies, and scientific developments for the
bottom lines of companies and, correspondingly, were predominantly written by business,
finance, and markets reporters. They did not provide readers with an understanding of science or
of the health implications of an issue. A typical elevated article of this sort was the top story on
Google News’s “Latest” Science feed on February 12, 2020: a story about the billions of dollars
awarded to private space contractors by NASA published by the business outlet CNBC, which
placed the story under its own “Investing in Space” section (See Figure 14).
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Heather Waugh, “Amy Schumer reveals she has officially changed her son Gene Attell's name after
realizing it sounded like 'genital,'” Daily Mail, April 14, 2020,
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Figure 14: Screenshot taken on February 12, 2020, of Google News Science section’s
“Latest” feed accessed through a desktop browser, displaying as its top result a
story from CNBC titled "Space companies to win billions from NASA’s budget,
including SpaceX, Blue Origin, Maxar & more.”24

Many stories about the tech industry and about gadgets also permeated the Facebook News Tab
feed, as it lumps together “Science” and “Technology.” For example, on April 13, 2020, a story from
the tech blog Gizmodo about Pokémon-themed wireless earbuds that had no scientific
significance whatsoever was in the third position of Science & Tech section results in Facebook
News Tab (See Figure 15). Another story featured fourth in the Science & Tech feed on Facebook
News Tab came from recipe site Delish. The article offered tips on how to find “Black-Owned
Restaurants” as the United States faced protests over racial injustice and police brutality.25 The
story was presumably included in the feed for discussing a mobile app that could aid in this effort.
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Michael Sheetz, “Space companies to win billions from NASA’s budget, including SpaceX, Blue Origin,
Maxar & more,” CNBC, February 11, 2020, https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/11/nasa-space-budget-billions-tospacex-blue-origin-maxar-and-more.html, accessed February 12, 2020.
25
Kristin Salaky, “5 Ways To Find Black-Owned Restaurants And Food Services In Your Area,” Delish, June
2, 2020, https://www.delish.com/food-news/a32744504/black-owned-restaurants-near-me/, accessed June
20, 2020.
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Figure 15: Screenshot taken on April 13, 2020 of Facebook News Tab’s Science &
Tech mobile feed. The third result in the feed is a story from Gizmodo about
Pokémon themed wireless headphones.26

Across the platforms, politics stories without much mention of health policy were nevertheless
featured prominently in the health feed. For example, on February 12, 2020, as the Democratic
primary elections were in full swing in the U.S., the top story featured in Google News Health
section’s “Health Care” feed was a story from digital outlet Vox about the problems between a
Nevada labor union and Senator Bernie Sanders who was then campaigning for the Democratic
nomination for president.27 Or take this example: a hybrid entertainment-politics story from Fox
News reporting that CBS Late Show host Stephen Colbert had called President Trump a “monster”
over his handling of the coronavirus was featured at the top Apple News health feed on March 11
instead of a substantive story about the effects of the virus in the U.S. (Figure 16).
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Andrew Liszewski, “Razer Just Won the Wireless Headphone Wars With Pikachu Earbuds That Charge
Inside a Poké Ball,” Gizmodo, April 13, 2020, https://gizmodo.com/razer-just-won-the-wireless-headphonewars-with-pikachu-1842840266, accessed April 14, 2020.
27
Li Zhou, “Why Nevada’s powerful Culinary Union has issues with Bernie Sanders,” Vox, February 12, 2020,
https://www.vox.com/2020/2/12/21134428/nevada-culinary-union-bernie-sanders-medicare-for-all, accessed
February 13, 2020.
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Figure 16: Screenshot taken on March 11, 2020 of the results of the Health feed on
the Apple News desktop app displaying on the left an article from Fox News titled
“Stephen Colbert calls Trump a 'monster' over coronavirus response."28

Occasionally, such stories had a tangential relation to the COVID-19 pandemic, but still
approached it primarily through the lens of politics. A typical story of this variety featured third
on April 13, 2020 on Facebook News Tab’s Health feed. It was an article from the digital outlet
Business Insider about U.S. Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell’s efforts to defund a CDC
program focused on detecting and addressing infectious-disease outbreaks.29 The outlet that
published the story, Business Insider, classified the article under the “Politics” section on its own
site.
Elevation of unimportant stories
In addition to featuring irrelevant stories, the news platform products also placed health and
science stories that did not seem critically important at the top of their feeds. The issue was not
about the inclusion of these stories. Rather, we took issue with how highly they appeared,
especially in the midst of an unprecedented pandemic. For example, the top story featured on
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Sam Dorman, “Stephen Colbert calls Trump a 'monster' over coronavirus response,” Fox News, March 11,
2020, https://www.foxnews.com/media/stephen-colbert-trump-monster-coronavirus, accessed March 12,
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Facebook News Tab’s Science & Tech feed on May 24 was about an engineer who built an obstacle
course in his backyard to block a squirrel from stealing nuts (See Figure 17). While such a story
can provide some lighthearted entertainment, it does not offer any understanding of the process
for how such a course was built, its mechanics, or the engineering underpinning it. In contrast,
around that same day, outlets published stories about results of the first Remdesivir trials testing
the drug as a treatment for COVID-19, the solution to a decades’ old mathematical problem, and
the discovery of a galaxy, to name a few alternatives for that day’s rankings.30
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Jonathan M. Gitlin, “Results from the Remdesivir COVID-19 trial are out, and it’s good news,” Ars
Technica, May 23, 2020, https://arstechnica.com/science/2020/05/the-antiviral-remdesivir-shortens-covid19-recovery-times-study-shows/, accessed November 12, 2020; Erin Blakemore, “Graduate student untangles
nature of Conway knot,” Washington Post, May 23, 2020,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/science/graduate-student-untangles-nature-of-conwayknot/2020/05/22/9a38bebe-9ace-11ea-ac72-3841fcc9b35f_story.html, accessed November 12, 2020; Ashley
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Figure 17: Screenshot taken on May 24, 2020 of Facebook News Tab’s Science &
Tech mobile feed, displaying as the top result a story from Gizmodo titled:
"Former NASA Engineer Builds a Ninja Warrior Obstacle Course to Stop Nut31
Stealing Backyard Squirrels."

Ultimately, the stories that are elevated to the top of a health feed should engage the hard
questions that actually affect readers and help them navigate how to stay safe and healthy.
Inclusion of inaccurate information
Furthermore, there were problems with the accuracy of several stories in the feeds. The severity
and type of inaccuracy varied, but mainly included unsubstantiated health claims, a lack of
context about advances in research, overstatement of the significance of individual studies, and
stories that led with — and thus inadvertently drew attention to — the misinformation they
aimed to debunk.
Unsubstantiated Health Claims. We identified numerous stories, particularly in the health feeds
that presented unverified information about diets and non-medical or unproven “cures.” This was
particularly acute in lifestyle publications primarily aimed at women. For example, on March 12,
2020, a listicle from the U.S. edition of the popular Spanish lifestyle magazine ¡Hola! about what
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fruits to eat to lose weight featured in the top row of Apple News Health results (Figure 18). The
story did not provide any research to substantiate why the particular fruits it recommended might
be helpful to lose weight.

Figure 18: Screenshot taken on March 12, 2020 of the results of the Health feed on
the Apple News desktop app displaying at top center an article from Hola! titled
“10 fruits that will help you lose weight.”32

And while the nutrition listicles may not be significantly harmful, stories promoting the use of
unbacked remedies for COVID-19 were also present in the feeds, particularly at the start of the
pandemic. For example, a March 20, 2020 story published by entertainment outlet BET about a
celebrity using an unbacked home remedy for coronavirus was recommended by Apple News
Health results.33 The story not only relayed the celebrity’s claims without verifying or factchecking them, but also actively encouraged readers to follow suit, saying that although the
treatment is “not exactly proven, [...] it cannot hurt to try.”
Lack of context and overstatement. Many of the articles in the feeds could give readers an
incomplete or misleading understanding of a scientific or medical finding. For example, on April
9, 2020, the Apple News Health feed featured as its second story an article from the tech and
gaming blog BGR titled: “Coronavirus spreads through the air outside with shocking ease, study
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says.”34 There were many issues with this article. The article failed to note that the new research is
a preprint, or a study that has not undergone peer review. The article also does not engage with
the science of microdroplets underpinning the study. In addition, a bulleted list of key takeaways
at the top of the BGR article included the sensational claim that “walkers, runners, and cyclists
should maintain large distances between one another — up to 66 feet in some cases — to avoid
spreading the virus to one another” without contextualizing that according to the study, 66 feet
only applies in the case of cyclists. Finally, the BGR article neglected to mention that the study
itself, which was conducted as a simulation, assumed that there was no “external wind” and did
not account for the use of facemasks — two components relevant to real-life outdoor exercise.35
Articles like these are the result of sub-par reporting and journalistic overstatement of the
significance of certain individual studies. Their elevation in a feed, however, constitutes a
technical problem that shows that simply recommending articles that reference scientific studies
is poor algorithmic judgment.
Leading with misinformation
The feeds occasionally elevated articles whose headlines led with the misinformation that the
article sought to debunk. One of the more egregious examples of such results is a story ranked
second in Google News Health section’s “Latest” feed on July 23, 2020, at a time when unfounded
conspiracy theories about the coronavirus and mis- and disinformation about vaccines swirled
online. The story from CNBC ran with the headline: “Bill Gates denies conspiracy theories that say
he wants to use coronavirus vaccines to implant tracking devices” (Figure 19). As is noted in the
body of the article, this conspiracy theory had gained traction; a Yahoo News/YouGov had found
that 28 percent of U.S. adults believed this debunked theory. Nevertheless, while there may have
been a need for reporting that debunked the theory, this article and its headline did not do so.
Instead, the article painted a powerful figure as “denying” an unflattering claim, and did not lay
out in the headline that the claim has been debunked. Moreover, neither the headline nor the
body of the article led with the truth about the efficacy and safety of vaccines.
Debunks like the one from MSNBC can amplify false information and narratives. “As an agent of
disinformation, if you don’t manage to succeed in tricking journalists to reference or link to false
information, try getting them to debunk it instead. A debunk is better than nothing. It provides
oxygen, and oxygen means more people searching for your strategically crafted keywords online,”
wrote disinformation researcher Claire Wardle.36 Interestingly, Google News presented this article
alongside another by CBS News headlined “Multiple vaccine doses could be necessary to protect
from coronavirus, Bill Gates says.” Despite being one of the largest funders of vaccine research,
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Bill Gates is not a medical expert on vaccines. For those already inclined to believe conspiracy
theories and misinformation about vaccines, such a pairing provides fodder.

Figure 19: Screenshot taken on July 23, 2020, of Google News Health section’s
“Latest” feed accessed through a desktop browser. As its second result, the feed
displays two stories about billionaire philanthropist Bill Gates: one from CBS
News titled “Multiple vaccine doses could be necessary to protect from
coronavirus, Bill Gates says” and beneath it one from CNBC titled: “Bill Gates
denies conspiracy theories that say he wants to use coronavirus vaccines to
implant tracking devices.”37

Elevation of aggregated or rewritten content
We identified many articles in our sample feeds that were rewrites of reporting by other outlets
that did not add any new context. In other words, these articles did not rely on earlier reporting
to advance the story further with new information. In many instances, these rewrites also came
from outlets that do not do any original work, be it reporting or analysis, and instead mine and
repackage the reporting of other outlets (which they do credit), profiting from original journalism
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at the originator’s expense. For example, Apple News frequently featured stories from Futurism, a
digital outlet that mostly rewrites science and technology news first reported by other
publications. On March 12, 2020, one of the top four stories featured from Apple News’ Science
feed was an article Futurism headlined: “NASA’s Own Report Admits Its Non-SpaceX Rocket Is a
Disaster.”38 Beyond the snarky headline, the article does not add anything to the much more
tempered TechCrunch story from which it draws.39
The Futurism article was not exceptional. Articles in the feeds often lacked the nuance and
context offered in the original story, begging the question why these articles are elevated instead
of those on which they are based. Perhaps if the algorithm prioritizes “freshness,” rewrites with a
more recent timestamp outperform those on which they’re based.
Other rewritten articles that engaged with the original reporting at a surface level gave it a subtle
partisan spin, as was the case with a story by the rightwing digital commentary outlet Daily Wire
on February 12, 2020. The story about a patient, initially cleared by a San Diego hospital and then
tested positive for COVID-19, ranked second on the “Latest” feed of the Google News Health
section that day.40 The Daily Wire article draws the facts about the San Diego incident from a
thorough, straightforward article by the local daily newspaper, the San Diego Union-Tribune,
which broke the story, yet that article was not elevated by Google News.41 The original story
explains how the error occurred and what were the protocols in place, whereas the Daily Wire
version paints the picture of an incompetent government agency. Then the Daily Wire story goes
into a five-paragraph tangent that takes up the entire second half of the article, where it discusses
the designation of the novel coronavirus as COVID-19, subtly mocking it. The article used
essential local news reporting as a news peg to disjointedly put the story in conversation with the
political efforts by some on the right to label the disease with the racist term “the China virus.”
Inclusion and elevation of press releases
We were unanimously concerned by the presence of press releases published by research
institutions and private companies in feeds. To be clear, these were not instances of journalists
poorly rewriting press releases and publishing them on news sites, but rather instances in which
press releases, written by communications and PR professionals regarding new research or
products, were featured in the feed alongside reported news stories. For example, one of the top
stories in Apple News desktop app’s Science section on March 23, 2020 was a press release
published on the site scienmag.com, which appears to exclusively republish unattributed press
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releases (not to be confused with the prestigious periodical Science Magazine published on the
domain sciencemag.org). The press release about a study conducted by the University of Texas
MD Anderson Cancer Center was not marked as such in any way in Apple News and instead
looked much like the other articles, save for the use of a headshot as the article’s thumbnail (See
Figure 20).

Figure 20: Screenshot taken on March 23, 2020 of the results of the Health feed on
the Apple News desktop app, displaying as its leftmost large story an unlabeled
press release from Scienmag titled “Study sheds light on fatty acid’s role in
‘chemobrain’ and multiple sclerosis.”42

By publishing press releases alongside news articles without any distinction between the two, the
news feeds allow those who stand to gain most from research, be it through financial or
reputational gain, to set the narrative about the new research’s significance — a clear conflict of
interest. Releases like this are intended for media to pick up and report out, rather than the public
directly. The author of the press release can overstate the significance of the finding or present
the methodology in the most favorable light. Traditionally the news media has acted as a
gatekeeper that winnows out findings not in the public interest and checks on the accuracy of
such releases by contextualizing them with information from outside experts.
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The feeds, particularly Google News, occasionally also included press releases from commercial
companies. For example, on April 14, 2020, the fifth article featured in Google News Science
section’s “Genetics” feed was a press release distributed by the public relations platform
GlobeNewswire about new offerings by a cannabis company in Arizona (See Figure 21). The press
release was presumably included in the feed because it included the word “genetics” in the
headline, but the question remains of why Google News would pull content from a website that
solely distributes commercial press releases such as GlobeNewswire. It’s worth noting that the
fourth result that day, immediately preceding the one about the cannabis company, was also an
unlabeled press release, albeit one from a research lab about a new algorithm devised to predict
genetic mutations published on phys.org, a site that mostly distributes press releases of scientific
research by universities, labs, and government agencies.

Figure 21: Screenshot taken on April 14, 2020, of Google News Science section’s
“Genetics” feed accessed through a desktop browser. The fifth result displayed in
the feed is an unlabeled press release from Globe Newswire titled “Copperstate
Farms Launches International Cannabis Brand DNA Genetics in Arizona Market,”
while the fourth result is another unlabeled press release from Phys.org titled
“Predicting the Evolution of Genetic Mutations.”43
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Neko Catanzaro, “Copperstate Farms Launches International Cannabis Brand DNA Genetics in Arizona
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Inclusion and elevation of advertisements and paid content
Perhaps even more concerning than the presence of press releases in the feeds, was the presence
of paid content which appeared in both Apple News and Yahoo News intermingled with news
content. Although such content typically ran with a label like “sponsored” or “advertising,” such
labels were never prominently displayed, so a reader could easily mistake this content for news
articles.
For example, the top ranked “story” in Apple News’ Science feed on its mobile app on March 10,
2020, had the headline “Stop Using Cleaning Products That Damage Your Health and the
Environment” along with the logo of the publishing outlet Futurism. Under the headline, in small
gray print matching the style Apple News uses to mark under a story when it was published, is the
word “sponsored” (Figure 22). Not only is the content intermingled in Apple News, it is also
presented as the first, largest, most important story of the moment.

Figure 22: Screenshot taken on March 10, 2020 of the results of the Health feed on
the Apple News mobile app, displaying as its top story an advertisement by the
company Cleancut published on the site Futurism. A red rectangle has been
added to the screenshot to highlight the difficult to see term “Sponsored” beneath
the headline.44

evolution of genetic mutations,” Phys.org, https://phys.org/news/2020-04-evolution-geneticmutations.html/, accessed April 14, 2020.
44
Futurism Creative, “Stop Using Cleaning Products That Damage Your Health and the Environment,”
Futurism, March 10, 2020, https://futurism.com/cleancult-green-cleaning-products/, accessed March 10,
2020.
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In the article itself, the word “Partnerships” appears above the headline, but given that
collaborations across newsrooms are increasingly common, that term does not clearly convey the
paid nature of the content, nor does the byline “Futurism creative.” The article does not clearly
state that it is paid content until a disclaimer at the end (See Figure 23).

Figure 23: Screenshots taken on November 13, 2020 of two portions of the page
“Stop Using Cleaning Products That Damage Your Health and the Environment”
published on futurism.com. The top of this image shows the word “Partnerships”
in small red letters about the article’s headline, while the bottom shows the
disclaimer at the end of the article.45

Meanwhile, in every instance of the Yahoo News feed accessed on its website, Yahoo News allots
the second story position to an advertisement designed to resemble all the other articles in the
feed. The second item in the feed carries a small gray label above the “headline” with the word
“Ad” followed by the name of the “outlet,” just as the name of the outlet is printed above every
headline in the feed's news articles (Figure 24).

45

Ibid.
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Figure 24: Screenshot taken on March 10, 2020 of the results of the Health feed on
Yahoo News accessed through a desktop web browser. An ad from Stock Market
Junkie is featured below the first story. A red rectangle has been added to the
screenshot to highlight how difficult it is to see the “Ad” label on the feed.

Elevation of opinion, especially unlabeled opinion
We were also concerned by the presence of opinion articles in the science and health feeds
presented alongside reported news stories without any distinction. Many of these articles were
not marked as opinion in the feeds, even if they were presented as opinion in their original
publication or come from publications like commentary magazines known to their readers for
their ideological orientation.
For example, on March 19, 2020, one of the top five stories in Apple News’ Health feed was an
article from the conservative magazine the National Review titled "Senator Booker Is Right about
Factory Farming," in which the author made a policy argument about industrial agriculture.46 The
article is not scientific, but neither is it low-quality content. It simply does not belong in the
health section, much less presented in a manner that would appear as reporting to any reader
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Spencer Case, “Senator Booker Is Right about Factory Farming,” National Review, March 19, 2020,
https://www.nationalreview.com/magazine/2020/04/06/senator-booker-is-right-about-factory-farming/ ,
accessed March 19, 2020.
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unfamiliar with the slant of the National Review. Notably, Apple News designated this article as
part of its News+ product for which users have to pay a monthly subscription fee.

Critiques of the Journalism in the Feeds
Although most of the issues we identified stemmed from how content is ranked and
recommended by the news products, we also found areas that need to be improved by journalists
and publications in order to improve the quality of the content available. Although the locus of
the problems we discuss below is a journalistic one, we also do not think that articles that
overstate scientific findings, lack context, promote single studies uncritically, or generally exhibit
traits of clickbait should be highly ranked in the feeds.
These journalistic failings we observed are interrelated. For example, many articles about a single
scientific study are unhelpful because they fail to contextualize the significance of the study or to
interrogate it. Some single study articles seem to be fodder for clickbait, such as the recurring
pieces about the dangers or benefits of chocolate or wine, or coffee. Each journalistic shortcoming
is discussed individually though the critiques here strongly echo what we reviewed previously.
Over-reliance on single study articles
In general, we think that science and health beat journalists currently produce too many “single
study articles” that focus on the findings of one peer-reviewed study, rather than on the evolution
of a set of knowledge. Many readers may be familiar with these articles, often headlined with
some version of “Study Finds X” or “According to New Study, X.”
One general journalistic principle at issue here is that news is, by definition, something new and
perhaps surprising. By contrast, in science, the more a finding differs from previous knowledge,
the higher the bar before wide dissemination. As the astronomer Carl Sagan used to say,
“Extraordinary findings require extraordinary evidence,” and few of the studies featured in single
study articles rise to that occasion.
The environment of breaking news, particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic also tugs at this
tension. The demand for the latest information on the virus and possible treatments is at a peak,
while there is also a firehose of supply of studies and new developments. This presents a challenge
even to veteran health and science journalists sifting through what to cover and what to leave to
the side.
All of this is not to say that single studies should never be covered or that all articles covering
them are of poor quality. Rather, it means that journalists should maintain a high bar for which
single studies deserve coverage, for example, by being careful not to give too much emphasis to
studies that find something in mice that may or may not translate to humans. If a study is
published in one of the major journals, it may have to be covered because the study will have
impact in the field given the prominence of the journal. However, journalists should interrogate
the study critically and not assume that, because of the journal’s prestige, the quality of the
research is a given.
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Journalists should also contextualize the study, ideally by pulling multiple studies into an article
to explain the evolution of a finding. Audiences count on reporters to apply their judgment, put
new findings in context, and not just “report” those findings as a public relations mouthpiece that,
for example, leaves audiences with, as we saw this past spring, 1,000 simple and relatively
uninformative articles about the malaria drug Hydroxychloroquine as a potential treatment or not
for COVID-19. We hope that the pandemic has stripped down the notion that every potential new
treatment for an illness needs to be covered in 20 articles.
Lack of rigor in reporting
As discussed previously in the context of problems in the feeds, we identified several stories that
took findings and studies at face value without interrogating them, thereby misrepresenting
findings or overstating the significance of particular studies. Such articles often share three
failings: they don’t talk to any researchers not involved in the study who could provide an external
expert perspective; they make the finding seem more definitive than it is, by for example, not
explaining that it has not been peer reviewed or by not providing details about the sample size of
the study; and they do not pose questions of the study or interrogate its methodology or results in
any way.
One example of a story that exhibited these failings came from Newsweek and appeared in the
top results of Apple News’ Science feed on March 8, 2020, with the headline “Changes to Rat DNA
Reflects [sic] Adaptation to Modern Human Life.”47 With its opening sentence, “Scientists have
discovered that..,” the article overstates the conclusiveness of the findings. The article mentions
that the study was published on bioRxiv, but does not explain that this is a preprint server where
anyone can upload a research paper prior to it being peer reviewed and published by a journal.
The article does not quote any scientist not involved in the study, thus depriving the reader of
important context and a possible check on the rosy statements of significance offered by the
study’s authors. Even the quotes the article does have from researchers are second hand, having
first been reported in the newspaper The Guardian, as the article notes.
Production of clickbait
The panel found an abundance of clickbait stories in the feeds, such as an article from lifestyle site
Refinery29 about a chiropractor who has gone viral on TikTok for his videos cracking people’s
backs.48 But it wasn’t only outlets whose business model depends on harvesting clicks for traffic
that produced this kind of story. For example, take the well-funded Washington Post, which on
March 5, 2020 published a story that mocked health officials who touched their faces while telling
the public not to touch theirs.49 Even though the story is entertaining, we wondered whether a
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reporter’s time was really best spent making a video compilation of public officials touching their
faces to harvest clicks. Perhaps in these cases so: the Refinery29 was ranked third in Facebook
News Tab’s Science & Tech section during the day on April 6, 2020, and the Washington story also
placed third in Apple News’ Health feed when collected on March 5, 2020.
The elevation of these stories in the feeds prompted chicken and egg question about why these
stories are showing up high in health and science feeds versus a feed that focuses on “weird
events” or other such tab. Are journalists, compelled by publishers whose bottom line depends on
ad revenue, producing more and more fluff stories with headlines that overstate facts so that their
stories rank highly in algorithmic feeds where readers might see them? Or are most stories still
grounded and substantive, but algorithmic feeds are highlighting click-bait stories and thus giving
the impression that there is more of it than ever?
We, for the most part, thought it to be the former. Ultimately, regardless of the original cause that
led to the rise in clickbait journalism, we had consensus that such science and health stories need
to be omitted from publications, and ultimately from science and health feeds.

Emerging Guidelines
While health and science journalism are different from each other, they do share some crucial
missions. Science and health journalism aim to inform readers of discoveries and to explain our
understanding of the natural world and the current state of research and scientific processes.
Science and health journalism also aim to help people navigate the complexities they may face
around health, science, and technology in their lives. And science and health journalism can serve
to hold the powerful to account by providing an evidentiary basis for the decisions being made in
science and health policy. The panel emphasized the need for platforms to uphold these missions
as they work to promote science and health journalism.
Yet, there are still many gaps between what we saw in the limited results we reviewed and the
missions of science and health journalism. The bad news is that even the least bad of the feeds
was not good. The good news is that there is an abundance of high-quality health and science
journalism being produced today. Bridging the gaps, we saw in the results, so that platform news
products elevate high quality journalism, requires a significant commitment of will and resources.
But it can and must be done, as the risks posed by shoddy reporting, irrelevant stories, and
clickbait that further erodes public trust in science and medicine are simply too great.
Based on our observations, we have developed some preliminary guidelines for consideration and
implementation by algorithmic products that rank and recommend health and science news. The
guidelines are a mix of long-term recommendations that may require further inquiry to
implement and more straightforward ones that we hope can start being implemented
immediately.
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Most Significant Recommendations and Suggestions
Of the problems that our panel identified, we felt that the most pressing fell in the areas of
oversight, editorial judgment, transparency, and prioritization. Perhaps most important, given the
ongoing weaknesses in today’s algorithmic systems, there is a clear insufficiency of human
oversight to maintain a basic threshold of quality. More specifically, there is a notable lack of
editorial judgment in elevating stories that serve the missions of science and health journalism; a
lack of transparency from the news products in explaining to audiences in an accessible way how
the content they are served is surfaced and ranked; and a failure to prioritize stories that serve the
most important needs of audiences.

Curation
Our top recommendations propose a path to remedying those concerns that fall in the area of
better curation.
“Boosting the good”
First and foremost, we agreed that there could be a better “boosting of good” journalism, and that
this would require human curation. We think that every platform should use humans with a
health and science reporting background to curate some of the top stories in the health and
science feeds. One way to do this might be to have three or five stories be stable across users.
Cognizant that instant dynamic curation is not possible, such top stories could remain in place for
a given period of time such as a day. While a couple of news products (Apple News and Facebook
News Tab) currently deploy some element of human curation in the “Top Stories” sections of their
products, they have stated that they do not so in the “Health” or “Science” feeds.50
Given the degree of nuance and subject-matter expertise required to assess the most exemplary
science and health coverage, we think that all audiences would benefit from having experts select
the top stories. We did not find the coverage of breaking news to be of utmost importance in
health and science news as the best of this journalism takes time to develop, so having a stable set
of top stories for a set time period could still serve to keep audiences meaningfully informed. The
best method to implement this level of curation may vary with each product and will likely
require further inquiry. What we want to stress, however, is this: every platform news product
needs to employ experts in health and sciences to curate some element of those feeds.
In addition to recommending that all news products hire human editor-curators with science and
health expertise to select and rank these stories, we recommend that each news product develop a
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series of questions for curators to use as a roadmap to determine top stories. These questions
should be shared with the public on the platform product.
Quality control
In addition to employing human experts to curate the top stories, the news products should
consider also using humans to weed out the most egregious content that slips through
algorithmic filters. Better quality control measures might also help improve current algorithmic
curation of the vast remainder of the feed beyond the top stories. For example, even if algorithms
could detect whether someone with an expert title is cited within an article, human screeners are
still needed to weed out stories if the person does not have the correct qualifications or expertise.
Recognizing that quality control involves a very high volume of content review, one approach
could be to create a list of keywords that may correlate to a higher likelihood of the article
including misinformation such as “vaccine” that would queue an article for human review.
Whatever approach is used, platforms should be transparent not only about the general principles
that human curators have been instructed to follow, but also about the definitions of those terms
and the metrics in use to assess failure or success (which understandably or at least hopefully will
change and improve over time). We have heard platform representatives reference attributes like
“quality,” “integrity,” “authoritativeness,” and “transparency” itself, but little specificity was
provided regarding how they define those terms in practice.51

Rethink Science/Health Categories
In general, we think that the ways the platforms group content need to be rethought. One
consideration is to avoid the problem of having categories that need to be populated
continuously, even when there is not important news to recommend. How the categories are
determined, such as what definitions the news product uses in the classification of its feeds,
should be communicated transparently to audiences.
On health coverage specifically, news products should implement a greater divide between
science-based health and less rigorous “wellness” content on topics like diet and other lifestyle
habits. These articles are often unbacked by medical science, which could have deleterious
consequences for readers. On science coverage, a divide between science and technology would
be helpful. This way, gadget reviews or articles about the tech industry will not become a
dominant feature of a science feed. When presenting news about technology in a science feed,
articles should be focused on the science underpinning technological developments.
We understand that some articles, including investigative and longform ones, may cross subject
matter boundaries and draw from many different areas to present a nuanced story about a
scientific phenomenon or health issue. For this reason, we appreciated the temporary standalone
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sections, for example of COVID-19 or of the wildfires in the West Coast, when a breaking news
event required special coverage by many beats.

Establish an “Allow List” of Outlets
Addressing the problem of outlet quality identified earlier, we suggest investigation into the
establishment of an “allow list” of quality sources specifically for science and health feeds. A
vetted list could help ensure that the stories that are algorithmically elevated to the top of feeds
are of the highest quality in accordance with the missions of health and science journalism
explained earlier. Ideally, such a list could be compiled by independent third-party experts
including science editors and health editors. To mitigate the possibility of excluding high quality
sources and to ensure diversity in the outlets represented, it would be important to invite a broad
set of experts into this process.
If such a list is created internally by a news product, the product should be transparent about
inclusion criteria. The news product should also be transparent about any accompanying
marketing arrangement that might result in the actuality or appearance of a conflict of interest
that news readers should be aware of as they consider what’s in their feed and how it is ranked.

Easy Wins
Some of the above suggestions may take time to implement. Nevertheless, there are still easy
steps to take that can improve the relevance of the stories featured to audiences. We propose the
following measures for immediate implementation by the platform news products to remedy
some of the most egregious problems we have seen, with what we believe will take relatively little
effort.
Our panel strongly felt that:
1. A product should not call a feed “news” unless key journalistic principles are
implemented.
These might include, as foundational to a news-labeled product, the prioritization of editorial
independence and transparency about sourcing and attribution (as opposed to those principles
being on, say, equal footing with other factors such as partner marketing and audience
engagement).
2. Stories that only cite one source should not appear in the feeds.
This is because single-source stories do not provide sufficient context to readers. Basing a story
upon only one source is not best journalistic practice.
3. No celebrity content should appear in the science or health feeds.
An exception to this rule could be if a story of a celebrity’s illness is merely a leading anecdote as a
way of explaining, with journalistic integrity, the science behind something. One possible way to
implement this solution might be to add outlets focused solely on covering celebrities like TMZ or
People Magazine to current “disallow lists” of featured health and science reporting.
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4. No press releases should appear in the science or health feeds.
Instead, only reported stories should appear in science or health feeds.
5. Establish rules for mass-published wire stories.
For stories that are covered by many outlets or that are written by wires but republished by many
outlets, one should elevate either:
•

The original story (the one closest to the primary source of information); or,

•

The version from the local outlet best regarded by the audience in a given locale to
increase the chances of the story being read and being trusted.

Further Questions
Beyond these initial suggestions, there were significant questions unresolved by the panel. We
believe them to be worthy of more deliberation.
State of scientific consensus
Science is a process that builds over time, rather than a static set of facts. If part of the mission of
science journalism is to inform the public on how science works, we asked ourselves: how much
certainty about the scientific consensus on a matter is required to justify production of a science
article? Relatedly, our panel discussed how this requirement might shift in a breaking news
context. For example, when the public faces an immediate threat to their health and safety but
when scientific understanding is rapidly changing, as with the COVID-19 pandemic, our panel
discussed how the need for scientific consensus before reporting on a finding might shift.
Genre
While the terms “health” and “science” describe a subject focus, these types of journalism are not
restricted to a specific genre. Our panel agreed that science and health journalism extend far
beyond breaking news or brief reporting on single studies and that some of the best science and
health journalism is often longform. However, there were unresolved questions about certain
genres of journalism, and how they fit or don’t fit within science and health feeds. Our panel
discussed whether opinion journalism about science and health should ever be present. At
minimum, labeling opinion articles appearing in the science and health feeds seemed helpful.
The panel discussed a number of other genres throughout the process, including entertainment
and press releases. We explored questions such as: What is the nature of the difference between
entertaining content that might speak to people’s curiosity about science versus entertainment
content like celebrity news? Is there room for both in health and science feeds?
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Conclusion
The ailments of platform-based news ranking and recommendation products require urgent
attention. Through surveying a small but telling sample of health and science news feeds that are
today offered to large audiences, and examining their ranking and recommendation practices, we
came to the conclusion that no feed is working well to provide high quality health and science
news to readers. As the COVID-19 pandemic has made clear, health and science journalism is
much more than a matter of curiosity, but genuinely consequential. Although no one remedy will
cure all the problems in this news ecosystem, treatment cannot be delayed.
Elevating low quality science and health news, in our opinion, erodes public trust in science and
in expert knowledge. Elevating, without explanation, poorly reported stories about studies can
make medical recommendations seem at odds with each other, and the public is left confused and
unsure what to believe. Instead of explaining to audiences that science is a process and a method
for acquiring observable and demonstrable knowledge about the natural world, the messaging to
audiences through these ranking and recommendation choices and, importantly, through some of
the journalistic choices that lead to the creation of such content, creates the misunderstanding
that science is a static set of facts.
This can have larger implications. When citizens of democratic societies have a poor
understanding or are confused about the scientific consensus behind such pressing problems as
climate change or the efficacy of vaccines to prevent disease, it can lead to the promulgation of
policies that don’t effectively address those problems or that even exacerbate them. Even
seemingly inconsequential decisions based on low-quality information presented in these feeds —
such as prompting an individual to make a poor behavioral decision — can have severe
consequences. In the context of a pandemic, an individual's poor choice to not wear a mask, for
example, can reverberate throughout a community in devastating ways.
Central to the discussion of science and health journalism was the matter of audience, who we
wanted to understand better. Serving the audience was the primary focus in our first discussions,
be it by informing and educating them or by entertaining them. To that end, we talked at length
about who the platforms consider to be the audiences they serve through these feeds. In this area
in particular, we expressed a great desire for transparency from the platforms to understand how
they are making the decisions that they are. Who are the intended audiences of these health and
science news feeds? What is the composition of the audiences actually accessing these results?
Most importantly, who is served by the stories being elevated to the top of the feeds?
In the end, however, science and health news products need to be guided by the missions of
science and health journalism, for all the reasons we mentioned at the outset. We hope that by
articulating these missions, identifying some of the problems currently present in the platform
feeds, and providing some initial recommendations for improvements, we have contributed
towards a healthier news ecosystem and more useful ranking and recommendation platforms.

